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Verbal morphology: forms and aspect 
Linguistics 460/560 - The structure of Itunyoso Triqui 

Week 5 
Dr. DiCanio 

 
I. What's a verb? 
 
(1) There are several types of verbs in Itunyoso Triqui. Just as we have compound nouns, we 

can have compound verbs too. 
 
 Simplex    Compound (verb + noun) 
 sih⁴  'arrive'   ˀjah³ sũ³²   'to work' 
 sih⁴=sih³  'he is arriving'  do work 
      ˀjah³ sũ³²=sih³  'he is working' 
 
(2) There is a second type of verb in Triqui which we will call an essence predicate, 

following the term used by Cruz and Stump (2018). These consist of a motion verb and 
the verb 'to want' /ɾa⁴³/~/ɾu⁴a⁴³/, which we code as a desiderative. 

 
(3) All essence predicates are verbs of emotion, perception, and cognition. It is, in fact, the 

primary way to convey this type of verbal meaning in the language. 
 
(4) Examples of compound verbs and essence predicates. 
 

 
(5) You'll notice here that the meaning of the essence predicate is rather metaphorically-

derived, e.g. anger = burning. However, the remainder of them (there are about 30-40) 
are harder to decompose. 

 
(6) A shared property of these across Otomanguean languages is something that is nominal 

referring to a body part as the second element. 
 

Table 3: Types of verb + modifier combinations

Compound verbs Essence predicates
na3bin3 ra2ha3 na3han3 ra43

Interlinearization become hand.of to.burn desid
Gloss ‘to receive’ ‘to be angry’

n-a4rij4 sun32 sij4 ra43
Interlinearization iter-plant work to.arrive desid
Gloss ‘to elect (someone)’ ‘to dare (to do something)’

ri32 kwe4sa43 u3tinh3 ra43
Interlinearization take.out force/fuerza to.slice desid
Gloss ‘to overwork oneself’ ‘to tax one’s memory’ –or–

‘to rack one’s brain’

in the following section.7 Alone, the auxiliary simply translates as ‘to want’ and requires
a VP complement, e.g. chaj1 raj4 (pot.eat.1s want.1s) ‘I want to eat.’ This strategy of
compounding a motion verb with the morpheme for ‘seed, core’ (Triqui languages), or ‘heart’
(Mixtec languages), ‘liver’ (Zapotec languages), or ‘essence’ (Chatino languages) to convey
emotional/cognitive predication is extremely common in Otomanguean languages (Cruz and
Stump, 2018).

Unlike compound verbs, both elements of essence predicates are verbal here and the re-
sulting verbal meanings are coherent as a syntactic/semantic class since they all relate to
cognition/emotion. However, the resulting meanings are often exocentric. Common con-
ceptual metaphors appear to be used, such as anger is hot (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).
However, the meanings of the resulting compound are often a type of poetic extension of the
initial verb in the emotional or cognitive domain. In San Juan Quiahije Chatino, essence
predicates represent a much larger class of verbs than in Itunyoso Triqui. They are analyzed
as a distinct lexemic class unlike compounds since the individual components may inter-
rupted by event modifiers in the syntax (Cruz and Stump, 2018). In Itunyoso Triqui, these
verbs may also be interrupted by post-verbal adverbs, as we observe in Example (9).

(9) Si3
neg

k-oh4

perf-give.1p.excl
cchej32
path/idea

rian32

face
nej3
pl

si4sto43
man

ta3
this/that

si2
because

nnanj23
so.that

nga1
then

ni1yah1

be.nice
u2rua43
very

ra43=sij3
desid=3m

ni2
and

toj3
even.more

nga1
then

ti3ka3hyunj3=sij3=yunh3

cheat=3m=1p.obj
‘We won’t tell the men these ideas because they’ll get clever and they’ll try to cheat
us even more.’

7While it is an ongoing sound change, many of the retroflex affricates have become post-alveolar affricates
or alveolar/retroflex flaps. The original word, when used as a preposition, tends to also reduce to [tSa43].
So, though the desiderative and the preposition seem to be rather different, they are very clearly related.
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(7) Comparative examples of essence predicates in different Otomanguean languages 
 
 Jicayán Mixtec (García Mejía 2012)  'do + heart' = 'to believe' 
 

  
 
 Isthmus Zapotec (Pickett and Black 2001) 'liver' lá'dzi is incorporated into the verb 
 

  
 
 San Juan Quiahije Chatino (Cruz and Stump 2018) riq² is 'essence' 

  
 
(7) The word /ɾu⁴a⁴³/ in Itunyoso Triqui actually comes from /ʈʂu⁴βa⁴³/ 'squash seed'; perhaps 

with an interpreted meaning like 'core of.' This type of essence predicate construction for 
emotion verbs is pan-Otomanguean. 

 
(8) A characteristic of both verb compounds and essence predicates in Itunyoso Triqui is that 

verbal aspect is only marked on the first word (the head). 
 
 

136 

 El complemento de un verbo causativo requiere del subordinador cha²=, como en 

(13), pero el complemento de un verbo de manipulación toma opcionalmente el 

subordinador que puede ser ti²= o cha²=, como en (14). 

 

(13)a. ni²=ja’³=ña¹   [cha²=na²=ku³nu²=be¹] 
  PERF=PERF=hacer=3F SUB=EXH=NT.correr=3GEN 
  ‘Ella hizo que (el carrito) corriera.’ 
 
 b. *ni²=ja’³=ña¹   [na²=ku³nu²=be¹] 
  PERF=PERF=hacer=3F EXH=NT.correr=3GEN 
  Lectura buscada: ‘Ella hizo que (el carrito) corriera.’ 
 
(14) a. ni²=ka’an²³=ra²   chi’in²¹   [ti²=na²=kw-i²nu³   i²ni²=yu¹] 
  PERF=PERF.odernar=3M PRE:DAT.1SG SUB=EXH=NT.hacer corazón=1SG 
  ‘Él me ordenó que yo creyera (en algo pero no era necesario creer).’ {txt022} 
 
 b. ni²=ka’an²³=ra²   chi’in²¹   [na²=kw-i²nu³  i²ni²=yu¹] 
  PERF=PERF.ordenar=3M PRE:DAT.1SG EXH=NT.hacer corazón=1SG 
  ‘Él me ordenó que creyera (en algo, pero no creí eso).’  
 

 La diferencia entre el uso de ti²= y cha²= depende de la posibilidad de que el 

complemento causado ocurra. El uso de cha²=implica que el evento debe ocurrir y el uso 

de ti²= indica que el evento podría ocurrir. Esta diferencia se muestra en (14a) y (15). 

Mientras que en (14a) hay una manipulación para creer en algo que no necesariamente 

ocurre, en (15) se entiende que el evento causado debe ocurrir y no hay opción de no 

hacerlo. 

 

(15)  ni²=ka’an²³=ra²   chi’in²¹   [cha²=na²=kwi²nu³   i²ni²=yu¹] 
  PERF=PERF.ordenar=3M PRE:DAT.1SG SUB=EXH=IRR-NT.hacer corazón=1SG 
  ‘Él me hizo creer (en algo y no tuve opciones).’ 
 

 Ciertos verbos matrices que implican que el complemento debe ocurrir apoyan la 

propuesta anterior. Por ejemplo, el complemento del verbo matriz ja²ni³ni²=ru¹ ‘obligó’ se 

introduce con cha²= y no con ti²=, como en (16). Esto se debe a que ja²ni³ni²=ru¹ requiere 

que su complemento ocurra (sin opción a no realizarlo por eso no permite ti²=). Este verbo 

7 LOS VERBOS Los aspectos
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7.2.5 El potencial

El aspecto potencial se marca con un prefijo que empieza con la letra f,, que implica una
acción futura, en relación del momento de hablar o del tiempo del verbo principal.  También se
usa en muchas oraciones subordinadas.  Los ejemplos que siguen muestran algunos contextos que
necesitan el potencial.

Se usa el potencial después de un verbo auxiliar que indica movimiento (véase la sección 7.6).
Hay solamente un sujeto en estas construcciones.

(65) a. Addc` fttx`ad mh
vino ver.él lo
C-venir P-ver-3P 3C

‘Él vino a verlo’
b. Xdfttx`ad mh

fue.ver.él lo
fue-P-ver-3P 3C

‘Él fue a verlo’

Se usa el potencial después del verbo que significa ‘poder’ con el prefijo futuro:
(66) Y`mc` ft&x`ad mh hwœ&

podrá ver.él lo mañana
F-poder P-ver-3P 3C mañana
‘Él puede verlo mañana’

Se usa también después de verbos que significan ‘querer’ (67a) y ‘gustar’ (67b) (véase la
sección 7.7 para explicación de las formas compuestas), y en expresiones de propósito de la
acción (67c,d).

(67) a. Ftb`kƒ&cwhad f‹&x`ad mh
quiso.él ver.él lo
C-suceder-hígado-3P P-ver-3P 3C

‘Él quiso verlo’
b. Qhttkƒ&cwhad f‹&x`ad mh

gusta.él ver.él lo
H-entrar-hígado-3P P-ver-3P 3C

‘A él le gusta verlo’
c. Adc`mdad mh sh f‹&x`kt& mh

trajo.él lo para veas.tú lo
C-venir-con-3P 3C para P-ver-2SG 3C

‘Él lo trajo para que lo veas’
d. Ftcƒ& fthcn&mn

ven comeremos.nosotros
C-venir P-comer-1PLINC

‘Ven, vamos a comer’

Hilaria Cruz & Gregory Stump

Table 5: Some representative essence predicates in SJQ Chatino

Essence predicate Gloss Component parts

nkqan4 riq2 ‘s/he remembered’ [sit essence]
sa4 riq2 ‘s/he was smart, fast, agile’ [light essence]
ndon42 riq2 ‘s/he was happy’ [standing essence]
sqwi4 riq2 ‘s/he remembered’ [exist essence]
senq14 riq0 ‘s/he was upset’ [cbm essence]
qna3 riq2 ‘s/he pitied’ [pity essence]
xkuq42 riq2 ‘s/he was sad’ [turn.around essence]
ndwe4 riq2 ‘s/he worried’ [minced essence]
skwa3 riq2 ‘s/he was fed up’ [lying essence]
tqi4 riq2 ‘s/he hated’ [sick essence]
sqwe3 riq2/tye32 ‘s/he was generous/happy’ [good essence/chest]
liqa14 riq0 ‘s/he was taciturn’ [slow essence]
chin4 nga24 tye32 ‘s/he was scared/queasy’ [ugly feel chest]
ndya32 riq2 tye32 ‘s/he liked’ [like essence chest]
xqan1 nga04 tye32 ‘s/he felt angry’ [mean feel chest]

Table 6: Some essence predicates denoting physical states in SJQ Chatino

Essence predicate Gloss of component parts

‘s/he is fair-skinned’ lwi3 riq2 ∼ lwi3 tye32 [clean essence ∼ chest]
‘s/he was thirsty, wheezing’ ndyi4 riq2 [cbm essence]
‘s/he is dark-skinned’ nta14 riq0 [dark essence]
‘s/he is hungry’ nteq32 riq2 [hungry essence]
‘s/he is skinny’ ti4 riq2 [skinny essence]
‘s/he is sturdy’ tjoq4 riq2 [strong essence]
‘s/he is cold’ tlyaq4 riq2 [cold essence]
‘s/he is skinny’ tyjyan20 riq2 [skinny essence]
‘s/he is hot’ tykeq14 riq0 [hot essence]

Table 7: Some essence predicates with an active denotation in SJQ Chatino

Essence predicate Glosses of component parts

‘s/he mocks’ lyeq3 riq2 ∼ lyeq3 tye32 [bully essence ∼ chest]
‘s/he placates’ tlaq14 riq0 ∼ tlaq14 tye32 [cool essence ∼ chest]
‘s/he takes a liking to’ skwi1 riq2 [cbm essence]

208
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II. Verbal morphology and aspect 
 
(9) Triqui (and many Otomanguean languages) does not mark tense, but verbal aspect. The 

temporal dynamics of events are interpreted from how the sentence is situated relative to 
other events in the discourse.  

 
(10) We'll cover examples of why this is an aspectual system and not a tense system as we go 

along. 
 
(11) The unmarked form of the verb is the imperfective. The use of an unmarked verb can 

result in a habitual reading or a progressive reading, irrespective of the time of the event. 
 
(12) ja³ˀjoh³ a³tʃi³=sih³ na³to³² 
 daily  peel=3M banana 
 'Daily he peels bananas.' 
 
(13) na³noʔ³=sih³ si³-la⁴pih⁴ 
 look.for=3M POSS'D-pencil.1S 
 'He is looking for my pencil ~ He looks for my pencil.' 
 
(14) ki³-ni⁴³  jja³ nne⁴=ɾeʔ¹ a⁴ɾũ¹=ɾeʔ¹ 
 PERF-fall.1S when be.sitting=2S write=2S 
 'I fell when you were sitting and writing.' 
 
(15) We can force a habitual reading for the verb in (12) with the word 'daily', but this 

meaning is always a possible interpretation as we see in (13). 
 
(16) Note the use of the perfective in (14) as it situates the event as a completed action. The 

only possible interpretation of 'sit' and 'write' here is that they were ongoing actions at 
some point before the falling event and that they continued past the falling event. Thus, 
the translation is that these are past imperfectives now. However, the forms have not 
changed. 

 
(17) We interpret the tense here - it is not being overtly marked. 
 
(18) Incidentally, another term for what we're calling perfective in the Otomanguean literature 

is completive (completivo). 
 
(19) Most verbs have three forms - imperfective (unmarked), perfective, and potential. 
  
 a³tʃi³  peel  a³tʃi³=neʔ⁴ sa⁴na⁴³ 'we are peeling the apple' 
 k-a³tʃi³  PERF-peel ka³tʃi³=neʔ⁴ sa⁴na⁴³ 'we peeled/have peeled the apple' 
 k-a²tʃi³  POT-peel ka²tʃi³=neʔ⁴ sa⁴na⁴³ 'we will peel the apple' 
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(20) The perfective and potential forms are segmentally identical, but differ in terms of tone. 
Tone /2/ is used with the potential aspect, but the perfective does not involve change of 
tone on the verb stem. 

 
(21) Some verbs have only two forms - something like an irrealis/potential and a 

realis/perfective: mmã¹ 'to exist (pluractional)', tʃa² 'to eat', tʃi²ɾaʔ² 'to break', tʃa²kah² 'to 
get married', and causative-marked verbs. 

  
 mmã¹  POT.exist Mmã¹  bbih¹ sĩʔ³ tʃu⁴βa⁴³ ka³mĩ⁴³ 
     POT.exist two child inside.of car 
     'There are two children inside the car.' 
 
 mmã⁴  PERF.exist Mmã⁴  bbih¹ sĩʔ³ tʃu⁴βa⁴³  ka³mĩ⁴³ 
     PERF.exist two child inside.of car 
     'There are two children inside the car.' 
 
(22) The tone changes associated with the potential aspect require some explanation, but let's 

first focus on the allomorphy associated with the prefixation. 
 
2.1 Segmental allomorphy with aspect 
 
(23) The perfective and potential aspectual prefixes are identical, but differ in terms of tone. 

Thus, we can think of verbs as aspect-marked and unmarked. This means that the non-
tonal allomorphy for prefixes is the same (DiCanio 2022). 

 
(24) There are two basic allomorphs of aspect: /k-/ and /kV-/. We observe the former in vowel-

initial verbs and the latter in consonant-initial verbs. 
 
(25) Vowel-initial verbs in the perfective and potential aspect 
 

  
 
(25) Vowel-initial verb roots are fairly common. Of the 512 verbs in the inflectional database, 

123 begin with a vowel - mostly /a/ or /u/. 

since allomorphs are conditioned by both phonological and semantic factors. In addition,
there are some exceptions to the observed phonological conditioning, as discussed for Copala
Triqui as well (Hollenbach, 1992). As we can see in the table, the perfective and potential
morphemes in Itunyoso Triqui involve identical segmental shapes, but they differ from each
other tonally. Thus, we discuss the general segmental shapes of both of these morphemes as
a group and then separately discuss the tonal properties of potential roots, below.

1.2.1 Vowel-initial roots
If a verb is vowel-initial, it receives a /k-/ prefix. Vowel-initial verbs are fairly common in
Itunyoso Triqui. Out of 512 verbs in the Itunyoso Triqui lexicon, 123 begin with a vowel
(24%). Most of these verb roots begin with /a/ (94/123) or /u/ (25/123). There is only one
verb root with an initial /i/ and three with an initial /o/. No verb root has an initial /e/.4
Examples of perfective and potential prefixes on vowel-initial roots are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Vowel-initial verb roots in Itunyoso Triqui

Root Gloss Perfective form Potential form
a3BiP3 ‘to die’ ka3BiP3 ka2BiP2

a3PNgaP3 ‘to laugh’ ka3PNgaP3 ka2PNgaP2

a3tS̃ıh5 ‘to ask for’ ka3tS̃ıh5 ka1tS̃ıh1

a3no1Poh1 ‘to wait’ ka3no1Poh1 ka2no1Poh1

i3ta3 ‘to whip’ ki3ta3 ki2ta3

oP3 ‘to hit / to give’ koP3 koP1

u4nãh4 ‘to run’ ku4nãh4 ku2nãh2

u3nu3 ‘to listen’ ku3nu3 ku2nu3

The addition of the perfective prefix does not change the tone on verb roots in Itunyoso
Triqui, but the potential prefix does condition specific tonal changes.5 The status of these
tonal changes (whether it is tone /1/ or /2/, whether it just affects the initial syllable or the
whole stem) is addressed separately below.

1.2.2 Consonant-initial roots
If a verb is consonant-initial, a /kV-/ prefix is the most frequent allomorph for perfec-
tive/potential aspect. For perfective stems, the vowel in this prefix always carries tone /3/.
However, there are seven segmental allomorphs of this prefix conditioned by the phonological
and semantic properties of the verb root. These allomorphs also have some exceptions. It
is possible that some of the exceptions result from cases of morphological reanalysis where
speakers parsed a /kV-/ prefix as /k-/ or vice-versa. This is possible since, on the surface,

4The likely source for the vowel-initial verbs in the Triqui languages is a historical loss of Proto-Mixtecan
*/S-/ in verbs. Note that [S] covaries with [h] in many Mixtec languages, such as in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec
(DiCanio et al., 2020b).

5The same is true for Chicahuaxtla Triqui (cf. Good, 1979).

5
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(26) Consonant-initial verbs take a /kV-/ prefix. The prefix has tone /3/, but the shape of the 
vowel varies. For verbs where the initial vowel of the root is /i, e, u/, the vowel in the 
prefix harmonizes with the root as /ki-/, /ke-/, or /ku-/, respectively. This is non-low 
vowel harmony (/o/ is very rare in consonant-initial verbs). 

 

  
(27) If a consonant-initial root has the vowel /a/, it also takes the prefix /ki-/. No harmony 

occurs here. 
 

  
 
(28) In addition to these, there is a small set of 8 verbs, mostly consisting of stative predicates, 

which take a /ka-/ prefix. This looks eerily like a fused copula verb /βa³²/ 'to be.' 
 

  
 
 

Table 4: Consonant-initial verbs with harmonic prefixes /ku-/ y /ke-/

Root Gloss Perfective form Potential form
tSu3PBiP3 ‘to be afraid’ ku3-tSu3PBiP3 ku2-tSu3PBiP3

nu32 ‘to be inside’ ku3-nu32 ku2-nu32

tSu4mã43 ‘to arrive’ ku3-tSu4mã43 ku2-tSu2mã2

rũ4 ‘to trample’ ku3-rũ4 ku2-rũ2

reP3 ‘to lose’ ke3-reP3 ke1-reP1

ne3ke32 ‘to cover’ ke3-ne3ke32 ke2-ne3ke32

Exceptions
nu4kwa43 ‘to stretch’ ki3-nu4kwa43 ki2-nu2kwa2

tSũ3Pũ4 ‘to adorn’ ki3-tSũ3Pũ4 ki2-tSũ2Pũ4

The allomorph /ki-/ is the most frequent and regular in Itunyoso Triqui, occurring before
roots with initial syllable /i/ and /a/. Rather few verbs contain the vowel /o/ in the initial
syllable, so one might state that the process of vowel harmony with aspectual clitics in
Itunyoso Triqui applies in the context of vowels /i, e, u/, but not to /a/. In other words,
all consonant-initial verb roots with non-low vowels take a /kV-/ aspectual prefix where the
vowel matches that of the initial syllable of the verb root. If the initial syllable contains a
low vowel, then the allomorph /ki-/ is used. However, as we see below, there are additional
semantic restrictions to prefixation that condition other marking of aspect. Table 5 shows a
set of verb roots taking the /ki-/ prefix.

Table 5: Consonant-initial verbs with the allomorph /ki-/

Root Gloss Perfective form Potential form
tSi4Pyãh4 ‘to bark’ ki3-tSi4Pyãh4 ki2-tSi2Pyãh2

Pyah3 ‘to do’ ki3-Pyah3 ki2-Pyah3

na3noP3 ‘to look for’ ki3-na3noP3 ki2-na2noP2

ñı3P̃ı3 ‘to know’ ki3-ñı3P̃ı3 ki2-ñı3P̃ı3

Rã4Pãh4 ‘to dance’ ki3-Rã4Pãh4 ki2-Rã2Pãh2

sih4 ‘to arrive’ ki3-sih4 ki1-sih1

Stative predicates and the /ka-/ prefix There is a small class of consonant-initial
roots that take the allomorph /ka-/. Of these 8 verbs, 6 are stative predicates. This is an
irregular class because aspectual prefix allomorphy is mostly phonologically-conditioned in
Itunyoso Triqui and other stative verbs seem to regularly take the phonologically-conditioned
prefix. Table 6 shows verbs with this aspectual prefix allomorph. Included here are the two
non-stative predicates taking the /ka-/ prefix – ‘roll’ and ‘come.’
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Table 6: Consonant-initial verbs with aspectual allomorph /ka-/

Root Gloss Perfective form Potential form
nne3 ‘to be sitting’ ka3-ne3 ka2-ne3

k̃ıP3 ‘to smell/stink’ ka3-k̃ıP3 ka2-k̃ıP3

ru3mı̃3 ‘to roll’ ka3-ru3mı̃3 ka2-ru2mı̃3

PnaP3 ‘to come’ ka3-PnaP3 ka2-PnaP2

Table 7: Stative predicates with and without a copula

Verbal complex Gloss Perfective form Potential form
Ba2 PBi1 ‘be + raw’ ka32 PBi1 ka2 PBi1

Ba2 lo2Pyo3 ‘be + crooked’ ka32 lo2Pyo3 ka2 lo2Pyo3

ru1mı̃1 ‘to be lazy’ ka3-ru1mı̃1 ka2-ru1mı̃1

nu2Bih3 ‘to be cold’ ka3-nu2Bih3 ka2-nu2Bih3

I have presented these verbs with an irregular prefixal allomorph, but there are some
linguistic details that suggest an alternative analysis. Consider that there are in fact two
classes of stative verbs in Itunyoso Triqui (see chapter on parts of speech). Certain stative
predicates require the verbal auxiliary ba2 [Ba2] and others do not require it, as we observe
in Table 7. This verb has the perfective form /ka32/ and the potential form /ka2/.

There are two ways to analyze the di↵erences between these two types of stative predi-
cates. We could say that stative predicates not requiring a copula are stative verbs, while the
others that require a copula are syntactically adjectives. When the two classes are marked
with perfective or potential aspect, they just so happen to be phonologically-similar. For
instance, the potential [ka2-] prefix is identical to the potential verb form ka2 ‘pot.be.’ An
alternative is to say that all such forms are adjectives and, for some of them, the copula has
been incorporated into the root via a process of morphologization. For certain adjectives, the
copula is no longer used for habitual/progressive marking. The lack of a copula specifically
with stative predicates with a progressive or habitual reading occurs in other languages as
well, such as Russian (Timberlake, 2004). This second analysis would simplify the allomor-
phy we observe in Itunyoso Triqui and explain why certain roots that happen to be stative
predicates take the irregular prefix /ka-/ – it is precisely with stative predicates that we are
likely to observe the existential auxiliary verb.

For other verbs, it may be that the /a/ vowel in the prefix was originally part of the
verb root altogether. For instance, the verb /nne3/ ‘to sit’ comes from an older verb form
/Ba3ne3/ that still is variably used by some older speakers. Synchronically, the verb appears
to take a /ka-/ prefix, but this historically arose via the process of onset consonant mutation
noted above.
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(29) Finally, verbs which begin with either /β/ or /ββ/ undergo a mutation to /k/ or /kk/. 
Though, /βe/ > /kʷe/. 

 

 
 
(30) Summary of aspectual allomorphy 

 
 
2.2 Tone and the potential aspect 
 
(31) The potential prefix has two tonal behaviors. 
 
 (a) It involves a floating tone /2/, e.g. /k²-/ or /kV²-/. This remains in the /kV-/ prefix 

before consonant-intial roots or in the initial syllable of vowel-initial roots. 
 
 (b) It involves complete tonal overwrite of the verb stem with tone /2/. 
 
(32) The first pattern is illustrated here - tone stays put (in a way). 
 

  
 
 

the distinction between vowel-initial and consonant-initial verb stems is opaque after aspect
morphology has been applied, e.g. ku3-nũ32 ‘perf-be.inside’ vs. k-u3nũ32 ‘perf-sow.’ So,
a possible historical scenario is one where speakers may reanalyzed the vowel of the root as
part of the prefix.

Mutation Two of the allomorphs for aspect marking involve a consonantal mutation for
the feature [labial]. Verb roots which begin with a bilabial fricative /B/ undergo a mutation
to either [k] or [kw]. Verbs that begin with [B:] and a following [e] mutate to [kw], while all
others beginning with /B/ mutate to /k]. These forms are shown in Table 3. There is one
notable exception to this pattern - the verb bin3 [B̃ı3] ‘to be (equative).’ This verb takes a
/ka-/ prefix, e.g. [ka3-B̃ı3] ‘perf-be’ instead of a consonantal mutation. However, it is likely
that the /a/ vowel here historically comes from the root.6

Table 3: Consonant-initial verb roots with a labial mutation in Itunyoso Triqui

Root Gloss Perfective form Potential form
Ba2 ‘to be (existential)’ ka32 ka2

Bah4 ‘to grind on a grinding stone’ kah4 kah2

Bãh5 ‘to dig’ kãh5 kãh2

BBeh4 ‘to jump’ kweh4 kweh2

Though it follows the mutation pattern observed here, one consonant-initial verb root
is (more or less) irregular with respect to aspect marking in Itunyoso Triqui. The habit-
ual/progressive form of the verb ‘go’ is /B:ah3/, but the perfective form is /kã3Pãh3/ and
the potential form is /kã2Pãh2/. There is another form for ‘go’, /Bã3Pãh3/, that is directly
related to the perfective and potential forms given here (the inflected forms would in fact
result from regular onset mutation), but this form is rarer than /B:ah3/ in Triqui speech. In
a corpus of 10.4 hours of transcribed texts, the former appears 113 times while the latter
appears 551 times. The perfective form /kã3Pãh3/ appears 617 times. It may be that /B:ah3/
reflects a reduced form of the rarer and perhaps historical form for ‘go’, /Bã3Pãh3/ and that
the former has mostly replaced the latter for many speakers.

Non-low vowel harmony and the default prefix /ki-/ There are two allomorphs
that result from a process of anticipatory vowel harmony. The majority of consonantal-
initial verbal roots that have /u/ in the initial syllable take the prefix /ku-/ (20/26 verbs).
The exceptions take the regular allomorph /ki-/. There are four consonant-initial verb roots
in the Triqui lexicon that have /e/ in the initial syllable. All of these take the prefix /ke-/.
Examples of these two allomorphs are shown in Table 4.

6In Chicahuaxtla Triqui, this verb retains a geminate onset – wwin3. Since all forms with geminate
onsets seem to originate from historical *(j)VCV roots, where the penultimate vowel was lost (DiCanio,
2009). It may be that the Proto-Triqui form of this verb was something like /*a3B̃ı3/, but the initial vowel
and subsequent geminate glide were lost in the bare verb form in Itunyoso Triqui.
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(4) Sinh3

child/boy
nan3

prox
ni2

and
rian32

face
si3-ve3nta3naj3

poss’d-window.3top
ta3.
this.

Ni3hya3

Look.out.3top
ta3ni2

then
ki3-ninj2

perf-fall
tanj3

animal.of.3top
chu3be3.
dog.

‘This boy is at this window of his. He’s looking out of it and then his dog fell out.’

(Lines 23–24, Rana, dónde estás?; 06/4/2017; Adolfo López Mart́ınez)

(5) Ki3ni43

perf-fall.1s
yya3

when
nne4=reh1

sit.2s=2s
a4run1=reh1

write.2s=2s
‘I fell when you were sitting and writing.’

These examples demonstrate that the use of the progressive prefix si3- is optional in con-
texts that normally require progressive or imperfective marking from the speaker’s viewpoint.
Note that this prefix is not found in Copala Triqui (Hollenbach, 1992). One possibility is
that it is a newer development in Itunyoso Triqui, though it has some superficial phonologi-
cal similarity with both synchronic and diachronic reflexes of the imperfective in Zapotecan
languages (*tyi, or [tSi-]) (Beam de Azcona, 2015; Broadwell, 2015).3

1.2 The segmental morphology of perfective and potential aspect marking

Table 1: Allomorphs of aspect marking in Itunyoso Triqui. Superscript numerals here indi-
cate tones associated with the aspect marking.

Root type Perfective Potential Context
Vowel-initial k- k-2 or k-1

Consonant-initial ku3- ku-2 before roots with [u]
ki3- ki-2 before roots with [i]
ke3- ke-2 before roots with [e]
ka3- ka-2 before stative roots
–unmarked– tone /2/ on root certain telic predicates
ki3- ki-2 elsewhere, including roots with [a]

Mutation B > k B > k2 before /B/
B > kw B > kw2 before /Be/

Table 1 provides a listing of all allomorphs of the perfective and potential aspects. The al-
lomorphy associated with the perfective and potential marking in Itunyoso Triqui is complex

3This is not a random connection among Otomanguean language families. Mixtecan languages largely
have k-initial prefixation for marking of perfective and potential/irrealis aspect. The same is true for many
Zapotecan languages. One might expect certain types of aspect morphology to be a shared feature among
Eastern Otomanguean languages. Thus, the progressive prefix in Itunyoso Triqui may reflect a historical
prefix, though it is odd for its complete lack of allomorphy.
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1.3 The tonal morphophonology of potential aspect

I have thus far presented six of the seven segmental allomorphs for aspectual marking in
Itunyoso Triqui. The last allomorph is a purely tonal change in roots without any prefixation.
I discuss this class here as a general understanding of how tones change with the potential
aspect is a necessary precursor. Examples of verbs within this class are given in Table 8.
For each of these verbs, there are only two forms observed - a perfective (or realis) and a
potential (or irrealis). There is no unmarked progressive/habitual form for these verbs. Note
that while the perfective form may have a range of tones on the verbal root, the potential
forms all have tone /2/.

Table 8: Tone-alternating perfective and potential verb roots without aspectual prefixation

Gloss Perfective form Potential form
‘to eat’ tSa43 tSa2

‘to get married’ tSa3kah3 tSa2kah2

‘to break (intr)’ tSi3RaP3 tSi2RaP2

‘to reappear’ na3Bi32 na2Bi2

With the exception of ‘to eat’, these verb roots are all accomplishment predicates. Such
predicates tend to be interpreted as perfectives given that they are telic and a change in state
is inherent to the lexical semantics (Bohnemeyer, 2022). It is thus perhaps unsurprising that
there is no unmarked progressive form of these verbs. This is a small class - only 8 verbs
demonstrate this pattern in the database of 342 verb inflectional paradigms.

There are several tonal reflexes of the potential aspect. For vowel-initial verb roots, the
potential prefix carries a floating tone /2/ that replaces the first tone on the verb root. For
consonant-initial verb roots, the potential /kV-/ prefix carries tone /2/ as well. We observe
examples in Table 9. Note that the segmental shape of the potential prefix is identical to
that of the perfective prefix and is conditioned by the same phonological factors we observe
above. The only di↵erence between the perfective and potential aspects is the tonal shape
of the potential aspect.

Table 9: Simple tonal morphology with the potential aspect

Class Root Gloss Potential form
V-initial a3ni3 ‘to expel’ ka2ni3

V-initial a3tSi3 ‘to peel’ ka2tSi3

V-initial u3tã3 ‘to suck’ ku2tã3

C-initial tSi3Pi4 ‘to defecate’ ka2-tSi3Pi4

C-initial ni3kah2 ‘to carry’ ki2-ni3kah2

C-initial ta3Bi32 ‘to ascend’ ki2-ta3Bi32

We could capture the nature of this tonal alternation more generally by stating that
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(33) The second pattern involves complete tonal overwrite and is illustrated here on both 
vowel-initial and consonant-initial verbs. These involve overwrite with tone /2/. 

 

  
(34) But in a handful of verbs (16), the stem is replaced with tone /1/ instead. 

  
(35) What determines whether the entire verb stem is replaced with a low tone or not? It 

seems to be a prevailing pattern across Triqui languages. Perhaps it is easier to perceive 
the aspectual difference if the entire stem tone is replaced. 

 
(36) This seems to also be a change in progress - complete tonal overwrite is more common if 

the stem is vowel-initial (and hey, the initial syllable's tone is already replaced).

 
(37) For consonant-initial verbs, complete overwrite is less common. 
 
(38) The presence of intermediate stages (where just two of the first three syllables undergoes 

tonal overwrite) also suggests that this is sound change in progress. 
 

Table 11: Complete tonal overwrite with the potential aspect – tone /2/

Root Gloss Potential form
a3tSih3 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2

a4tS̃ı43 ‘to pass by’ ka2tS̃ı2

u4tSũh4 ‘to smell’ ku2tSũh2

tSu4mã43 ‘to arrive’ ku2-tSu2mã2

na3Ri3yũ3 ‘to measure’ ki2-na2Ri2yũ2

PnaP3 ‘to come’ ka2-PnaP2

nãh5 ‘to wash’ ki2-nãh2

Table 12: Complete tonal overwrite with the potential aspect – tone /1/ (irregular)

Root Gloss Potential form
a3tS̃ıh5 ‘to ask for’ ka1tS̃ıh1

a3k̃ıh5 ‘to call’ ka1k̃ıh1

nah4 ‘to remain’ ki1nah1

noP3 ‘to look for’ noP1

oP3 ‘to hit, to give’ koP1

retained with potential aspect marking are some verbs where tone /2/ spreads one syllable
into the root but does not replace all tones. These examples are given in Table 13.

Table 13: Verbs with intermediate tonal spreading with potential aspect

Root Gloss Potential form
nã3Pã3 ‘to burn (intr)’ ki2-nã2Pã3

na3ka3 ‘to sharpen’ ki2-na2ka3

ta3PBi3 ‘to ought to’ ki2-ta2PBi3

na3nũ32 ‘to wear ki2-na2nũ32

One distinct possibility presented here is that the process of complete tonal overwrite
with the potential aspect reflects an ongoing morphophonological change in the language
and it has not propagated to all possible verb forms yet. This type of change conceivably
arose because the tonal domain of the potential aspect was reanalyzed to always include the
initial syllable of the verb instead of only including it when the verb is vowel-initial. The
stages of this type of change are illustrated in Table 14.

Though this is stipulative, there seems to be supporting evidence that the variation ob-
served across Triqui verb roots reflects a change in progress. It is quite possible that speakers
may reanalyze the morphological boundaries given input that is inflected for perfective or po-
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all verbs in the potential aspect require the initial syllable to have tone /2/. However,
there is a problem with such an analysis. Among our database of 331 verb paradigms with
potential aspect forms, we observe a very frequent pattern of full root tonal replacement
with potential aspect for many verbs (see Table 10). That is, the entire verb root is replaced
with tone /2/ (and in rarer cases, tone /1/) when the potential aspect applies. This pattern
is more common for vowel-initial roots than for consonant-initial roots, possibly owing to
the di↵erences in the location of the morphological boundaries between the two types of
verbs. For vowel-initial roots, the potential aspect prefix is /k-/ and the root tone is at least
partially replaced. There is necessarily an overlap between the phonological structure of the
root and the prefix. On the other hand, for consonant-initial roots, the /kV-/ prefix is a
distinct syllable and there need not be overlap between the phonological structure of the
root and the prefix. However, strictly speaking, one may not predict on any phonological
grounds whether the potential aspect involves simple prefixation and assignment of tone /2/
or complete stem tonal overwrite.

Table 10: Frequency of full tonal replacement with the potential aspect.

Final syllable or root Entire root has
retains underlying tone low tone

Vowel-initial verb 27 (26%) 78 (74%)
Consonant-initial verb 123 (55%) 103 (45%)
All verbs 150 (45%) 181 (55%)

For a majority of Itunyoso Triqui verbs here, tone /2/ replaces the entire tonal melody
on the verbal root. In fact, there is logically no di↵erence between replacement of the tone of
the first syllable of a monosyllabic verb and replacing the entire tonal melody, even though
we consider such verbs to involve tonal overwrite. Phonologically, we can envision overwrite
as a process of rightward tonal replacement of all tones on the word. Notably, this tonal
process is rather distinct from the pattern of leftward tonal association that robustly occurs
on roots in Itunyoso Triqui (DiCanio, 2008, 2016; DiCanio et al., 2020a), Copala Triqui
(Hollenbach, 1984), and Chicahuaxtla Triqui (Hernández Mendoza, 2017). Note that this
pattern of tonal replacement in the potential aspect has ramifications for how su�xal tonal
morphology applies in Itunyoso Triqui – if the tonal register of the root is lowered, a distinct
set of conditioned tonal alternations apply with the application of the speech act participant
clitics/su�xes (cf. DiCanio, 2016). We observe this process of complete tonal overwrite in
Table 11.

Of the set of 181 verbs in the database that undergo complete tonal overwrite with the
potential aspect are 16 verbs where potential aspect replaces the verbal stem tone with /1/
instead of /2/. These are an irregular class of verbs in the Triqui lexicon. They are shown
in Table 12.

While we have presented the simple potential aspect tonal morphology in contrast with
cases of complete tonal overwrite, the distinction between these two categories may not be
as discrete as presented. Included within the set of verbs where the final tone on the root is
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(39) In the initial stage, only the prefix carries tone.  
 
(40) At later stages, there is a process where listeners reanalyze the tonal domain of the prefix 

as always including the initial syllable of the root, whether it is vowel-initial or 
consonant-initial. 

 
(41) At the latest stage, the tonal domain of the prefix is reanalyzed as the prosodic word. 
 
(42) So, what marks the potential aspect in Triqui? Is it the /k(V)-/ prefix or the tone? Both co-

occur but it seems like tone is the primary exponent of the potential aspect. We'll see 
examples of this when we look at derivational morphology.  
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Table 14: Stipulative stages of morphophonological change with the potential aspect with
synchronic forms illustrating each stage

Stage Process Example Gloss Root
(1) Prefix /k(V)2/- ka2-tSi3Pi4 ‘to defecate’ C-initial

k-a2tSi3 ‘to peel’ V-initial

(2) Reanalysis of the tonal domain ki2-nã2Pã3 ‘to burn (intr)’ C-initial
to the first syllable of the root

(3) Reanalysis of the tonal domain ku2-tSu2mã2 ‘to arrive’ C-initial
to the entire root k-a2tS̃ı2 ‘to pass by’ V-initial

tential aspect. For instance, given surface forms like [ka3tSi3Pi4] /ka3-tSi3Pi4/ ‘perf-defecate’
and [ka3tSi3] /k-a3tSi3/ ‘perf-peel’, one can not easily determine which verb root begins with
a consonant and which begins with a vowel. This is especially probable for many telic verbs
that tend not to occur in the progressive aspect. This can give way to a reanalysis of the
morphological boundaries by speakers.

Second, many verbs are monosyllabic and potential aspect marking on all these verbs
necessarily involves replacement of the entire verb/syllable tone with tone /2/, e.g. /Bah4 ¿
kah2/ ‘to grind.’ In these cases, replacement of the leftmost tone in the root is equivalent to
the replacement of the entire root’s tone.

Third, there are vowel-initial verbs that co-vary in production with verbs with initial
geminate consonants, e.g. [a3tSeh5] ⇠ [tS:eh5] ‘to walk.’ The perfective forms of this verb
would retain the initial /a/ and speakers hearing the latter variant would likely analyze the
prefix as /ka-/ rather than /k-/, again blurring the boundary between prefix and stem. The
phonological similarity between vowel-initial and consonant-initial inflected verb roots, the
persistence of tonal replacement for monosyllabic verbs, and the variation with patterns of
onset gemination all suggest that the segmental and tonal domains for the aspectual prefix
and the stem are overlapping. If the segmental boundary between prefix and stem is blurred
for speakers, it would be rather simple for them to also extend the tonal domain into the
verb root via processes of morphological reanalysis.

1.4 Aspect marking in Itunyoso Triqui: a summary

1. If the verb begins with a vowel, add /k-/; e.g. /a3Bi32/ > /ka3Bi32/ ‘to leave’

2. If the verb begins with a consonant, add /kV-/. The vowel identity is determined by:

(a) Mutation If the first consonant is /B, B:/, convert the consonant to /kw/ (before
/e/) or /k/ (elsewhere); e.g. /Bãh5/ > /kãh5/ ‘to dig.’

(b) Harmony If the vowel of the first syllable is [-low] copy the initial syllable vowel;
e.g. /Ru3kwiP3/ > /ku3-Ru3kwiP3/ ‘to interpret/figure out.’
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